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Abstract
We prove that P = DNP over rings of matrices with real elements in a restricted Blum–
Shub–Smale computational model. The restriction is that machines can use only two constants
(zero-matrix and identity matrix) in computations. Also we show that in the unrestricted Blum–
Shub–Smale model P = DNP over real matrix rings i4 P = DNP over the non-ordered real ring
and the same is true for the equality P =NP. The latter assertion implies that P = NP over real
matrix rings.
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1. Introduction
A theory of computation and complexity over arbitrary rings was introduced by
Blum, et al. [2]. It was extended to arbitrary structures of =nite type in [5]. In
these frameworks polynomial complexity classes P, NP and DNP are de=ned. The
NP class is connected with machines which can guess elements from the underlying
structure. The DNP or digital non-deterministic polynomial class is de=ned via ma-
chines which can perform non-deterministic branchings. The distinction between these
two non-determinisms is =rst studied in [3].
There are some separation results about these classes over groups and rings. Meer
in [7] has shown P =DNP over the non-ordered reals with addition. Koiran in [6] has
given a very simple proof of this result. GaBner in [4] proved that P =DNP over all
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in=nite abelian groups. A simpler proof of this fact is there in [8]. In [1] it was shown
that if an in=nite non-ordered =eld is not algebraically closed then P =NP over this
=eld. Prunescu in [9] has shown P =DNP over all in=nite Boolean algebras.
In this paper, we show that P =DNP over all ring of real matrices with size at least
2 in the restricted Blum–Shub–Smale model. The restriction is that machines can use
only the zero-matrix and the identity matrix as constants in the computations. Then
we prove that in the general Blum–Shub–Smale model P=DNP (resp. NP) over any
real matrix ring if and only if P=DNP (resp. NP) over the non-ordered real ring. So
a proof of the inequality P =DNP over matrix ring is not easier than over reals. Also
it implies that P =NP over real matrix rings since it is known that P =NP over the
non-ordered real ring [1].
Our proof of P =DNP is not valid in the case of matrices of size 1 (i.e. in the case
of non-ordered real ring) because the existence of a nilpotent element is important for
our arguments.
Throughout this paper we will denote by M the ring of real (m×m) matrices with
a =xed m¿1. Complexity classes in the restricted model will be denoted by resPM ,
resDNPM , in the general model by PM , DNPM over M and by PR, DNPR for the
non-ordered ring of reals. Restricted Blum–Shub–Smale machines over M can perform
addition, subtraction, multiplication, check equality of matrices and assignment to the
zero matrix O (matrix with zero entries) and the identity matrix E. General machines
also can perform an assignment operation to one of =nitely many constant matrices.
It will follow from our proofs that all these results (except for Theorem 3.2) hold
for the ring of matrices with complex entries too.
2. Separation result in the restricted model
The main tool in the proof of our main result is to =nd two inputs on which any
polynomial deterministic machine makes an error. This idea goes back to Koiran [6]
who used it for non-ordered reals with addition.
Theorem 2.1. resPM = resDNPM .
Proof. Consider the following set of strings of matrices
 = {(A1; : : : ; An): there is a subset I ⊆ {1; : : : ; n} such that
∑
i∈I Ai = O}:
This set belongs to resDNPM because it is easy to construct a machine deciding by
non-deterministic branching whether to include or not the ith element of an input string
in the testing sum and then examine whether the testing sum is equal to O or not.
Now assume M to be a deterministic machine deciding  running in polynomial
time p and assume n to be large enough that p(n)¡2n − 1. Let N be a nilpotent
matrix, for example the matrix with only two non-zero rows: upper row contains only
1 and the lower only −1.
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Consider an input string =(a1N; : : : ; anN ) for M such that the reals a1; : : : ; an are
linearly independent over integers. Such a choice guarantees that  ∈ and therefore
M rejects .
The computation path for input  has some tests of type Fi()=O?, i=1; : : : ; k
with some k¡p(n), where Fi is polynomial with integer coeLcients. Moreover, since
aiN × ajN=O for all 16i; j6n every Fi() has a form(
n∑
j=1
zijaj
)
N + zi0E;
where zij are some integers. Therefore, Fi()=O i4
∑n
j=1 zijaj=0 and zi0=0. But
a1; : : : ; an are linearly independent over integers hence Fi()=O if and only if zij=0,
j=0; : : : ; n.
Now consider an input string =(b1N; : : : ; bnN ) with reals bj such that
∑n
j=1 zijbj =0
for all non-zero vectors (zi1; : : : ; zin) but
∑
j∈I bj=0 for some subset I ⊆{1; : : : ; n}.
The latter condition implies that ∈. It is possible to =nd such b1; : : : ; bn because
k¡p(n)¡2n − 1 and so hyperplanes ∑nj=1 zijxj=0, i=1; : : : ; k cannot cover 2n − 1
hyperplanes
∑
j∈I xj=0 for all subsets I ⊆{1; : : : ; n}.
So Fi() = O i4 zij=0, j=0; : : : ; n and therefore Fi()=O i4 Fi()=O. That implies
M has the same computation path on  as on  and so M rejects . But ∈. This
is a contradiction and hence  ∈ resPM . The assertion is proved.
3. Transfer result in the unrestricted model
In this section we consider the original Blum–Shub–Smale model. Machines in this
setting can use =nitely many constants from the underlying structure. The following
matrix constants are especially interesting for us: E(i; j), 16i; j6m, where E(i; j) is the
matrix with 1 on (i; j) place and with 0 on other places. We can use such matrices to
compute for any matrix A the matrix Aij=aijE, where aij is the (i; j) element of A.
Firstly Ak=E(k; i)×A×E( j; k) is the matrix with aij on the (k; k) place and with 0 on
others. Then we can compute Aij as A1 + · · ·+ Am.
Now for any set L of matrix strings we de=ne a set of real strings Lˆ in the following
way.
(X1; : : : ; Xn) ∈ L ⇔ (x111; : : : ; x1mm; x211; : : : ; xnmm) ∈ Lˆ;
where xkij is the (i; j) element of Xk . So Lˆ just consists of strings of the rows of
matrices from the L.
Lemma 3.1. L∈PM (resp: DNPM ;NPM )⇔ Lˆ∈PR (resp: DNPR;NPR).
Proof. To prove the “⇒” assertion, suppose M is a polynomial machine deciding L.
We construct a polynomial machine over the reals N deciding Lˆ in the following way.
Every matrix in M ’s instructions we replace by the string of matrix rows. Addition,
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subtraction and assignment instructions of M we replace by element-by-element addi-
tion, subtraction and assignment of corresponding strings. Multiplication of matrices in
M is replaced by computing of corresponding scalar products of rows and columns.
Now it is easy to see that N decides Lˆ and the running time of N is polynomial since
the size m of matrices is =xed.
To prove the “⇐” part assume that Lˆ is decided by some polynomial real machine
M . A machine N , deciding L will work as follows. At =rst N uses constants Eij to
perform matrices Xij from every matrix X of the input string. Then N just simulates
the work of M with matrixes Xij instead of reals xij. And for every real constant c in
M there is a constant matrix cE among the constants of N . Now N decides L and the
running time of N is polynomial too.
The case of DNP classes is considered similarly.
In the proof of the “⇒” assertion for NP classes every guess of matrix is replaced
by a guessing of all matrix elements. In the proof of the converse assertion every real
guess we replace by a guessing of matrix (say G). After this guessing, machine N
computes G11 and then works with G11 as M works with the real guess.
The following transfer result says that a proof of the inequality P =DNP for the
matrix rings will not be easier than for the non-ordered real ring.
Theorem 3.1. PM =DNPM (resp: NPM )⇔PR=DNPR (resp: NPR).
Proof. At =rst prove the “⇒” assertion. Let L be a problem in DNPR. Consider the
following set of matrices:
L1 = {(a1E; : : : ; anE) : (a1; : : : ; an)∈L}:
Note that Lˆ1∈PR (resp: DNPR;NPR) i4 L∈PR (resp: DNPR;NPR). It follows from
the de=nition of the Lˆ1. Now L∈DNPR implies Lˆ1∈DNPR and hence L1∈DNPM
(Lemma 3.1). But PM =DNPM and so L1∈PM . Now Lˆ1∈PM follows from the
Lemma 3.1 and so L∈PM too.
Now prove the “⇐” assertion. Suppose PR=DNPR and L is a problem in DNPM .
Then Lˆ is in DNPR (Lemma 3.1). Since PR=DNPR the Lˆ∈PR too. But then L∈PM
(again Lemma 3.1) so PM =DNPM and the assertion is proved.
The case of NP classes can be proved analogously.
Theorem 3.1 and the fact that PR =NPR [1] imply the following separation result.
Theorem 3.2. PM =NPM .
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